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Photo Courtesy: Donaldson Collection/Getty Images If gangster lore sparks your imagination, then Al Capone is probably a name you know quite well. Throughout his life of crime, Capone was responsible for many brutal acts of violence, including the infamous St. Valentine¢ÃÂÂs Day Massacre that took place in Chicago in 1929. His Chicago-based
organized crime operation reportedly brought in $100 million annually. Capone gravitated to the spotlight at a time when most gangsters tried hard to keep their names and their faces off the front page. His fascination with fame could be one reason his legacy endures to this day. He is certainly one of the country¢ÃÂÂs most famous gangsters, but
does he rank as America¢ÃÂÂs greatest criminal? You be the judge!Early Life in New YorkAl Capone was born in 1899 in Brooklyn, New York. He was the son of Italian immigrants who made the journey to America in hopes of establishing a better life for themselves and their eight children. Photo Courtesy: Chicago Bureau/Wikimedia Commons His
mother worked as a seamstress, and his father worked as a barber. Capone¢ÃÂÂs early life in New York was nothing out of the ordinary for Italian immigrants during the time. There was certainly nothing about his childhood that would have tipped anyone off that he would eventually embark on a life of crime.As a child, Capone was reportedly a very
good student when he went to elementary school in Brooklyn. Things took a downturn by the sixth grade, however, when he started skipping school and hanging out by the Brooklyn docks instead. Photo Courtesy: Chicago History Museum/Getty Images Capone was ultimately forced to repeat the sixth grade due to his poor performance in school.
Things got even worse for him at school after a teacher struck him for his misbehavior, and he hit back. In response, the principal of the school gave him a beating, and he never again returned to school.Meeting Johnny TorrioThe Capone Because Elay rof gnikrow saw eh Elihw Sat theâ€â€TOâ€TREse ¢enopac by sgnahc ynam tuoba thob boj eht
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aidemikiw/temtraped ecilop kroy yehp . ¢ andamâ€â€âam tem eh taht ereht saw of .Epahs ekat ot detates yllaer elutil erutuf sâ€â€â€â€TM Aera eht fo strick eht ot devom Harvard Inn on Coney Island that Capone came to be known by the intimidating nickname he carried with him throughout the remainder of his criminal career. He supposedly made
a rude comment to a woman at the Harvard Inn that led to an altercation between her, Capone and her brother. Photo Courtesy: New York Times Co./Getty Images The woman¢ÃÂÂs brother punched Capone as a result of the comment, and she slashed him across the face, leaving three noticeable scars. The attack and the subsequent scars first led to
some of his fellow gangsters calling him ¢ÃÂÂScarface.¢ÃÂÂMarried with Children at 19Al Capone¢ÃÂÂs first and only son, Albert Francis, was born when he was only 19 years old. Capone married Mae Coughlin just weeks after the child was born. Johnny Torrio served as the boy¢ÃÂÂs Godfather, an important Italian tradition. Photo Courtesy:
ullstein bild Dtl./Getty Images With Capone then a husband and a father, he tried to do right by them and provide for them by doing honest work. In that quest, he moved to Baltimore and began to work as a bookkeeper for a construction company. However, as with every other attempt Capone made to lead a law-abiding life, this effort to abide by the
law didn¢ÃÂÂt last.Father¢ÃÂÂs DeathAlthough it appeared ¢ÃÂÂ at least for a while ¢ÃÂÂ that Capone intended to settle into a life of honest employment, something happened in 1920 that sent him right back to a life of crime. That was the year his father died of a heart attack. Photo Courtesy: Chicago Tribune/Getty Images Not long after the
death, Torrio invited Capone to work for him in Chicago, and he decided to take him up on the opportunity. His life as a family man working honest jobs was over, and his move to Chicago in 1920 firmly set him on a course to infamy.Moving to ChicagoWhen Capone joined Torrio in Chicago, he discovered his mob mentor was running a lucrative
criminal business. Torrio was involved in all sorts of underworld including game and prostitution. It wasn't long before a new open business opportunity for Capone. Photo courtesy: Daniel Schwen/Wikimedia Commons A famous and very hated law passed that year that played an important role in the formation of the criminal career of Al Capone, as
well as the establishment of many other families of the underworld throughout the country. In 1920, the ban prohibited the sale and consumption of alcohol in the United States. Although it was unpopular, the law remained in force until 1933, which led to a multi-million-dollar industry related to illegal alcohol during that period of 13 years.
Introduction of the BanThe prohibition in the United States lasted from 1920 to 1933 and was largely due to the concerns of citizens who saw alcohol as a social problem. Indeed, by the time the ban began at the national level in 1920, many communities and states had already assumed the ban on the sale and consumption of alcohol in their region.
Photo courtesy: Public Domain/Wikimedia Commons The ban on alcohol allowed gangsters like Capone and Torrio to develop lucrative startup operations. Many criminal operations of the underworld saw a great expansion in their operations and territories as a result of the money they made of spoil during this time. Partnering in a lucrative financing
operation Usurped prohibition in new and lucrative times for the criminal underworld, as citizens who previously had the right resorted to the black market to buy the alcohol they had legally consumed. With a new harvest of customers and money coming in, Capone used his smart alleys and his experience with numbers to run operations in Chicago.
Photo Courtesy: Ontario/Wikimedia Commons Torrio Files noticed his skills and quickly promoted him to partner. The movementOfficially to Capone an important player in the Chicago Underworld. He soon began to show trends that Torrio did not do it, he did, High profile gangsterin in contrast to Torrio and many other Gnesters of the ã © little,
Capone was not interested in maintaining a low profile. Instead of staying under radar and avoiding problems, he developed a reputation as a drinker and uprising. Other Gnesters avoided such behavior for fear that they would attract the attention of the authorities, possibly even arrest them. Photo Cortesía: Keystone/Getty Images Capone did not
seem to import attention. In fact, there was nothing profile under it, since their Chicago smuggling operations took off. From the beginning, it was his tendency to enjoy attention to consolidate his name in pop culture. He of the drunk driving that each of 1920 continued, as well as the drink and problems of Capone. He was first arrested in his life
after he led intoxicated and hit a parked taxi. It was not allowed to consume alcohol on the day of 1920, much less operate a vehicle while it was drunk, but Capone did not face negative consequences as a result of driving in a work state. Photo Cortesía: The FBI / Prison Office of the United States / Wikimedia Commons Capone, his literal partner in
the crime, Johnny Torrio, used his connections in the municipal government of Chicago to dismiss the charges. The incident was more evidence of the fact that Capone did not see no more than maintaining a low profile. Moving his family to Chicago after his arrest for drunk driving, Capone promised to clean his act: a promise he had done before and
never fulfilled. To support him, he brought his whole family to Chicago from Brooklyn. This included both his wife and his son, as well as the mother, sister and younger brothers of him. Photo Cortesía: The public domain/Wikimedia Commons Capone bought a house in a middle -class Chicago neighborhood so that everyone lives together. In 1923,
Municipal Policy in Chicago lapicinum lapicinum ne oibmac le ,ohceh eD .enopaC ed n³Ãisnapxe etnatsnoc ne oirepmi le rabirred noc He launched Capone's criminal operations to agitation during the next year. William Emmett Deverwilliam Emmett Dever's choice was chosen mayor of Chicago in 1923. Capone and Torrio were concerned about his
choice, mainly because he had made a campaign in promise to fight the promise city of corruption and criminal activity. Torrio and Capone chose to move on the outskirts of the lying of the city of Chicago in response to their choice. Photo courtes: Pãºblico/Wikimedia Commons moved to the suburban cicerban sour and continued with their smuggling
and other criminal operations. In 1924, a different municipal choice in Cicero again threatened its operations. That time, Capone and Torrio decided not to move again to escape the problem. Cicero's choice of 1924 at the place of moving the basis of its operations out of Cicero as they had done in Chicago when William Emmett Dever was chosen,
Torrio and Capone chose to use the intimidation of the techniques of the day of the elections for the elections for Ensure that a friendly candidate with the Gnesters was chosen. It seemed like a libic plan, truth? Photo courtes: Bettman/Getty Images The choice was held on March 31, 1924, and the intimidation techniques that were used were
completely out of control and even turned out that some voters were killed and killed. In response, Chicago sent Cicero to the Polyro to handle the situation. As a result, they shot and killed Capone's brother, Frank Capone. The Chicago Down Down Frank Caponefrank Capone was four years older than his brother, and worked with him in the division
of the Chicago mafia. The day of the elections in Cicerín in 1924, the citizens requested the Chicago Police to send the officers to the polls to prevent the Chicago team from intimidating voters. Photo Corteséa: Chicago Tribune/YouTube several ©ÃuQ ©ÃuQ .sorit soremirp sol ³Ãrapsid enopaC knarF euq ³Ãmrifa aÃcilop al orep ,ogeuf ³Ãirba acnun
retsgn¡Ãg le euq norejid sogitset sonuglA .enopaC knarF ed oetorit la ³Ãvell euq ³Ãidecus euq ol erbos It is known for sure that Frank Capone died as a result of multiple gunshot wounds inflicted by the police. Johnny Torrio Return to Italy Next year (1925), the mafia rivals made an attempt for Torrio's life. The experience led Torrio to decide to leave

the companies he built and return to Italy. He had been Al Capone's mentor in the criminal underworld and had tried to remove the gangster from activities that could cause his fall. Photo courtesy: Bettman/Getty Images As a result of Torrio's departure, Capone inherited full control of Chicago operations. Before returning to Italy, Torrio advised him
to keep a low profile. Once again, his advice fell into deaf ears. Living a Luxurious Life in Downtown ChicagoBeyond listening to the advice of his mentor, Al Capone began to enjoy a very luxurious lifestyle in public view as soon as Torrio returned to Italy. Once he was in full control of Chicago's robbery operations, he felt he was on top of the criminal
underworld. Photo courtesy: Daniel Schwen/Wikimedia Commons Capone moved to a luxury suite at the Metropole Hotel located in downtown Chicago, and then moved to the headquarters of his operations there. I was just spending cash to avoid any troubled paper trail. The media reported that Capone's operations were carrying $100 million a year.
$100 million in revenue generated per year As the 1920s and the ban continued, Al Capone's block operations and other criminal companies thrived. The newspaper articles at that time stated that their operations generated $100 million in annual revenue. I was spending carefully, but I had a lot more to get back to your bank accounts. Photo
Courtesy: Chicago Bureau/Wikimedia Capone's luxurious lifestyle was covered in the mediaand became a public figure every time more recognizable. It was also during this time the public public feeling The gangsters became more and more positive due to the hate of the public in general to the prohibition. Many citizens developed sympathy and
even respect for the ankle boots that were supplied with alcohol. Robin Hood Figure The media began to inform about each Movement of Capone as he dragged more and more in the public consciousness. The image that occurred through the media of communication was often portrayed as a generous person. He was to the summer who gave back to
the community where he livid, which further added to his public appeal of him. Photo Corteséa: U.S National Archives and Records Administration/Wikimedia Commons as the feeling of antiprohibition in society increased, there was an equal amount of positive feeling aimed at people like the capone. He became something of a Robin Hood figure
while he opened soup kitchens and committed himself in other charitable efforts around the city. Somehow, these efforts left the public activities violent. William McSwiggin murder in 1926, a mistake was made that costs Capone's operations. He saw two of his rivals in Cicerín and gave the order for his men to tear them down. What he did not know
was that a local prosecutor was the third man walking with the other two men. Photo Corteséa: Chicago History Museum / Getty Images The name of the man was William McSwiggin, and he had a creepy nickname of his own: â the hanging prosecutorâ. McSwiggin was shot and killed with the other two men, taking the public to demand justice.
Capone had been in good thanks to the public for years, but the murder of a government employee "especially innocent" changed that. Police Retaliation after the murder of William McSwiggin, the police was more motivated to go after Capone. The authorities would not have evidence to accuse him of the aidemikiW/nosfatsuG aidemikiW/nosfatsuG
tterB :aÃsetroc otoF .sabeurp racsub arap enopaC ed soicogen sol a racata ne etnemetnetsisrep norartnec es orep They never found evidence of the murder, but what they found was information that later used to strengthen charges against Capone for not paying rent taxes. As everyone knows, it is illegal not to pay taxes on income about all the
money earned, even if that income is obtained by illegal means. In response to the increase in police pressure, Capone helped to organize a conference for figures of the underworld in Atlantic City. The Atlide City Conference to the growing police pressure that Capone's operations experienced at the end of twenty years, facilitated a meeting of
organized crime in the United States. The summit was held from May 13 to 16, 1929, in Atlantic City. Photo Cortesía: Crazy Weird Cool Shows/YouTube The main objective of the conference was to discuss how the criminal organizations of the PAÉS could avoid violent conflicts that aroused greater public attention and police attention. The idea was
that if the criminal organizations of the entire PAÍ could stop their fight, they could increase their profits as police pressure decreased. Although an agreement was concerted, he only lasts a couple of months. Valentine Massacre in 1929, with Capone still dominating the black market of alcohol in Chicago, other runners were Vying on the part of the
starter cake. One of the men who was looking for a most of the black market was Bugs Moran. Photo Courtesy: Chicago History Museum/Getty Images the rumor that Moran was after Capone's first murderer at that time, â € œmachine gunâ € Jack McGurn. In response, McGurn's gunmen raised themselves as Poly and murdered seven of Moran's men
in cold blood in a garage. The mistakes dwell in advance, however. The media immediately blamed Capone for the actions and nicknamed him â € For fiscal evasion after the massacre of the Valentine's Day, President Herbert Hoover caused the federal government to increase its efforts to go after Capone. As a result a Supreme Court ruling in 1927,
all income acquired in the United States from illegal activities still had to be taxed. Because Capone had not been paying taxes, he was guilty of tax evasion. Photo Courtesy: FBI/United States Prison Office/Wikimedia Commons The federal government used evidence obtained during the raids of its businesses to accuse Capone of 22 tax evasion
charges. The charges were officially filed on 5 June 1931. A plea agreement was rejected, and the case was brought to trial. Sent to Alcatraz When the courts rejected Capone's negotiation agreement, he withdrew his guilt statement and attempted a new strategy to withdraw from the charges. He used bribery and intimidation tactics on the jury in
the hope that they would finally make a decision on his behalf. Photo courtesy: Three socks/Wikimedia Commons The judge who presides the trial had a trick on the sleeve, however. He changed to a completely new jury at the last moment. Capone was sent to prison for 11 years after the jury found him guilty. He was imprisoned in the infamous
prison of Alcatraz Island in 1934. Living in a mental hospital in Baltimore Capone began to suffer from poor health while in prison. It was during his stay in Alcatraz that doctors discovered he had contracted syphilis when he was younger. He had never been treated to stop the disease, so he grew worse and began to cause symptoms of dementia.
Photo courtesy: MedStar Health/YouTube As a result of his worsening health, Capone was released to a mental hospital in Baltimore in 1939. Other medical facilities refused to take him as a patient. He spent three years in the hospital before moving to Miami, where he spent the rest of his life with his family. Final Days in Miami and DeathCapone
moved to Miamifrom the hospital in Baltimore. His health has continued to fail as a result of his syphilis and dementia. He suffered a cardiac arrest andon January 25, 1947, only eight days after his 48th birthday. Photo Courtesy: Marine 69-71/Wikimedia Commons His death made first-page news with The New York Times with a headline saying “End
of An Evil Dream”. Capone's time as an important figure in the criminal underworld was controversial and sparking polarizing views. Some feel the repeal of the ban in 1933 claimed Capone, but others are not so fast to ignore their many violent acts. Legacy of Al CaponeAl Capone left a legacy when he died in 1947. He had been an important player
in the criminal underworld of Chicago over the 1920s, but he was only 33 years old when he went to prison. His time at the top of the ranks of the American gangsters was only seven years, but most of the country thinks of Al Capone as the face of organized crime during the ban. Photo Courtesy: JOE M500/Wikimedia Commons Several films and TV
shows have presented Capone, including the 1959 Capone, the HBO Gateway Empire, the television intocables (as well as the film), the 1967 Valentine's Day Massacre and many more. More than FAQtoIDS.COM FAQtoIDS.COM
Read exclusive biographies, watch videos & discover fascinating stories about your favorite icons, musicians, authors & historical figures. This biography of a living person needs additional citations for ... (born November 5, 1975), better known by his stage name Al Kapone, is an American rapper from Memphis, Tennessee. Al Kapone is known
principally for his underground success in the Memphis hip hop ... Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike ... Al's racketeering business provided well for the family. Somewhere in the years between 1920-1921, he bought a home in Chicago that housed Mae and Sonny, as well as members of the Capone family. Mae and
Sonny did not make the move from …
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